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Abstract: Now a days everything goes digital from retail stores to Government offices. Also Digital India scheme is declared for digital empowerment where every information is digitally available. In this era of Information or Internet explosion data and choices are increases tremendously. More and more choices demands good recommendations so recommendation system came into the picture. It is very useful substitute for user to discover items or information that they might not have found by themselves easily. Collaborative filtering is the process of filtering for the information or for the patterns using techniques involving collaboration among viewpoints, multiple users or data sources etc. In literature it is proven the most efficient technique to provide recommendations. This paper describes the techniques to scale up the performance of collaborative filtering algorithm to provide recommendation.
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1. Introduction

In this digital world, everything goes digital whether it is information, banking or shopping. People prefers to be the part of on-line trending and mostly they prefers to buy goods on-line so that they can compare the features and price of the goods and can do smart shopping to save their time and money. But day by day with the growth of digitization, choices are increased exponentially. As more and more choices confuses the users and waste their time for searching the items they need. So instead of comparing or searching items recommendation system will help users to find the items they might need or like according to users past behaviors, feedback or purchases. It is information filtering system and it filters from the millions of items and predicts the items that are best suitable, required and most likely purchased by the users.

Now a days people requires suggestion, recommendation or reviews from other users by spoken words, general reviews, news reports and so forth before considering or purchasing something. So instead of referring all this things recommendation system saves users’ time by providing recommendations easily and efficiently and moreover according to user’s choices. Recommendation system helps people to find through available articles, jokes, grocery, restaurants, hotels, movies, music, books etc.

Recommendation system is of three types - Content based Filtering, Collaborative filtering and association rule based. In content based filtering it provides recommendation through contents of users profile like feedback, behavior history and user’s item profile. In collaborative filtering it recommends the items by implicit or explicit ratings. In association rule based, it recommend the items to users which is well associated (in any manner or more combine purchased e.g. Bread with Butter) with the items they purchased or interested in.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section II we introduced the Collaborative Filtering Process, its Types and challenges. In Section III we present the analysis and related work. Finally, Section IV concludes this paper.

2. Collaborative Filtering

Collaborative Filtering Algorithm is the most widely used and effective proven method for providing recommendations. It recommends items from the users past ratings collectively. It is the process of filtering for the information or for the patterns using techniques involving collaboration among viewpoints, multiple users or data sources etc. Collaborative Filtering Algorithm is a type of compute intensive application. It has more time complexity e.g. (xy) where ‘x’ is number of users and ‘y’ is number of items. As suppose if the similarity between users and items is to be predicted, and if items and users are increases accordingly then complexity also increases. There are millions of items and users are participated in the system so computation time is also increases. It might not provide the recommendations in tolerable time. So Recommendation System is the wonderful example of Big Data computations.

![Figure 1: Collaborative Filtering Process](image-url)
A. Major Challenges
- **Sparsity:** Sparsity is the lack of information or ratings. This problem occurs when users rated very few items from the millions of items. So at that time it will be very difficult to provide recommendations.
- **Scalability:** When numbers of existing users and items grow tremendously and exponentially, Recommendation system will suffer serious scalability problems, with computational resources going beyond acceptable levels in terms of time.
- **Shilling Attacks:** It happens when people give very positive ratings on their own products or items and give negative ratings on other opposition items. Now ultimately recommendations in collaborative filtering is depend on ratings so the item that have more positive ratings is recommended the most and which has less ratings is less recommended. So recommendations can be biased.
- **Gray Sheep:** It refers to the users whose opinions or rating does not match or very less match with other users so it will be very difficult to recommend them.
- **Cold Start:** Cold start problem is the new item or user problem. When new item or user included to the dataset then it has no rating at all or no sufficient rating, so collaborative filtering fails to provide recommendation.

B. Collaborative Filtering Approaches
Collaborative filtering algorithm has two phase approaches - Model based and Memory based. In Model based approach, it provides recommendations by developing the model based on the users ratings. It extracts some information from the dataset, and uses that as a "model" to make recommendations without having to use the complete dataset every time. It uses cluster based collaborative filtering and Bayesian based methods to make models. Cluster can be made based on users characteristics, Features, Locality, interests and many more. As items are divided into few groups or clusters according to some characteristics or features, it can solved scalability and sparsity problem [1]. To solve the sparsity problem mostly singular value decomposition (SVD) is used [2]. It is the most favorable technique for the matrix factorization. New approaches for SVD are proposed to effectively reduce the dimensions and it outperforms the traditional SVD [3]. The problem with the model based approach is loss of some important information sometime as it reduce the dimensions in creating model and it considers only few characteristics sometimes to solved the sparsity and scalability challenge.

Memory based approach has two main techniques - User based and Item based. It working on items-users matrix with explicit ratings given by users. In user based approach, similarity between the users are calculated based on their ratings and from that most similar users item preferences or ratings, the unrated items are predicted for the particular user and recommend the top-K items to that user. In Item based, similarities between the items are calculated and predict the unknown ratings for the users based on the similarity of the items. To compute the similarities between the user-user or item-item, many methods are used like Cousine correlation coefficient, Pearson Correlation coefficient, Jaccard coefficient, Euclidean, Ratio based and so forth. Among them Pearson correlation coefficient is the most efficient and benchmark to find the correlations [4]. To select user based or item based approach is totally depends on the recommendations the system wants to provide. Item based approach is most efficient approach than user based as user’s behavior or choices may change on time basis but the items do not change frequently. So item-item correlations can be found offline also. And also users in size are mostly more than the item count or item size. Moreover good recommendations should be scalable over large dataset and generate recommendations in some sub seconds or as quick as it can. Item-item correlation can overcome scalability and sparsity challenge [5]. In [6] authors have introduced Ratio based approach. In ratio based collaborative filtering approach, it calculates the ratio between the ratings of items which are rated commonly by users. Ratio based is compared with the traditional item based approach with Pearson correlation coefficient and conclude that Ratio based approach is less expensive than other memory based algorithms and also more efficient and scalable for item based collaborative filtering algorithm. If recommendation system wants to provide recommendations according to some similarities between users or user's characteristics, behavior or features then user based approach is used. In [7, 8], authors proposed a novel approach for providing quality recommendations by considering user location. According to [9, 10] if social trust taken into the consideration by taking only users which are socially connected in some way then it increase the prediction accuracy of recommendations.

3. Related Work
Recently data are increases right away and it is beyond the capacity of storage and processing so called Big Data [11]. It is very difficult to process that data using traditional software’s or databases. [39, 40] discussed the big data issues and technologies that is necessary to be considered to handle big data. If we are talking about ecommerce or any others online business, users and items both are just increases momentarily so we can consider Recommendation system as a notable example of Big data. Now as the users and items are increases it will become burdensome to provide recommendations in bearable time. As in collaborative filtering algorithm, it needs to calculate the correlation between the user-user(u) or item-item(i). Now if there are millions of users or items then it requires approximately (u*u) or (i*i) computations only to calculate correlation and after that other computations are required to predict the unknown ratings and to provide recommendations. So it becomes the compute intensive task and it go through scalability problem in terms of time, storage and computation. It is expected to scale up the performance of collaborative filtering algorithm for recommendation system to achieve most desirable performance.

In [12], compared various methods including user based, item based - Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) and Log Likelihood Ratio Similarity (LLR). They concluded that the increased in the contents can provide more accurate results. In [13], authors build user based generic restaurant recommendations using apache mahout platform and it uses the some threshold to generate to scale up the performance in terms of computations, time and quality.
They concluded that ClubCF increases the coverage and in each cluster services are more related with each other. online computation time and provide more accurate results as the much lesser services than the whole system. It costs merged into the clusters to make it scalable as the cluster has provide the service recommendations. Primarily services are computing for big data applications. It implemented to expensive computations but the less input data that required the number of initialization so it becomes resource needs to initialize the mapper so for the number of users it challenge. They adopted the Map Reduce Hadoop platform for scaling up the performance of collaborative filtering algorithm. In order to scale up the performance of collaborative filtering algorithm, distribute the data to other systems or nodes or we can say parallelly execute that data on multiple nodes can provide result in time efficient manner. Authors [14] implemented item based approach by distributing the expensive computations on different systems using map reduce phases. It uses the cloud computing platform and evaluated the results by taking speedup metric. Authors concluded that parallel execution can excessively increases the scalability. In [15], authors implemented user based collaborative filtering approach on cloud computing platform by map reduce processing model to overcome the scalability challenge. They divide the calculation by user Id but the problem in Map Reduce processing framework is that it needs to initialize the mapper so for the number of users it required that number of initialization so it becomes resource and time consuming so it needed the process which takes the sizable computations but the less input data that required the frequent mapping initialization. Mostly all used the same dataset that is Movielense which is the touchstone dataset to provide recommendations and for evaluation purpose. A new method Threshold based Similarity Transitivity (TST) is proposed by [16]. TST is the threshold based and it primary filters out the fallacious similarity by setting a threshold. It implemented and designed to be scalable with Map Reduce framework and on the cloud computing platform. A neoteric approach to provide medicine recommendation which recommend the medicine according to symptoms [17]. It uses model based approach by creating clusters according to functional description of drugs and based on user collaborative filtering it provides recommendations. For that authors have used cluster based algorithm on cloud computing platform to overthrow the shortcomings such as expensive computations, cold start and sparsity.

Authors [18] proposed ClubCF approach based cloud computing for big data applications. It implemented to provide the service recommendations. Primarily services are merged into the clusters to make it scalable as the cluster has the much lesser services than the whole system. It costs less online computation time and provide more accurate results as in each cluster services are more related with each other. They concluded that ClubCF increases the coverage and solved the sparsity challenge in a certain degree.

A Distributed Stochastic Gradient Descent (DSGD) algorithm matrix factorization which provides the scalability and works good on sparse data. DSGD implemented in distributed environment Hadoop with the slight modification to cluster setup and parallel paradigm and evaluated the good performance in terms of scalability and accuracy [19]. Recommendation system is supremely computational so it is optimal for Hadoop. A book recommendation engine is conferred by [20]. It uses the apache mahout with map reduce and Hadoop to overcome the data run-over. Hybrid approach that is the combination of content based and collaborative based is proposed in [21]. In this paper authors determined the self-organizing mapping (SOM) to optimize the improved k-means (IK) clustering in collaborative filtering. It is worked to recommend TV programs. Finally it concluded that this approach reduced the Mean Square Error(MAE) and overcome scalability by using clustering and distributed platform. [22] paper has also adopted the Map Reduce Hadoop platform for scaling up the performance of very large production level system by creating clusters.

Item based approach has better scalability than the user based approach [23]. In this authors implemented and compared both the approach and result showed that the execution time improves by about 30% with every supplement of a node into the Hadoop cluster. Micro-video Recommendation system proposed in [24]. To meet the data scale and performance of computing and for other aspects authors used slope one algorithm on Hadoop platform. To provide more accurate, scalable and trustworthy recommendations authors of [25] presented parallel approach that is based on social relationship. They finalized that their approach improvements the scalability, coverage and cold start challenges. To unite the ability of some common PC to process the large scale data in short time pipeline approach with item based algorithm can be used by creating Hadoop cluster[26]. Pipeline approach utilizes all the computing resources and make all of them busy. Web service recommendation system is presented in [27] which is implemented on Hadoop platform to improve scalability in big data environment. It considered the positive and negative preferences of users to achieve more efficiency and accurate recommendations.

There are other parallel platforms also which can be used to scale up the performance of collaborative filtering algorithm. One of the parallel computing platform is CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) provides a straightforward means of describing inherently parallel computations [28]. CUDA enables the drastic increases in computing performance by harnessing the power of GPU. This paper presents the CUDA parallel platform in detail. [29, 30] both have implemented recommendation system using CUDA parallel platform to scale up the performance. As the memory available on the GPU card is small authors used compression techniques to reduce the data volume so that the less number of iterations and computations required for similarity calculations. They concluded that parallel GPU implementations outperform and also scale well with the increase with users or items and provides result in timely manner.
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To scale up the performance not only the parallel or distributed platform required but the processing techniques, scheduling methods in cluster, scaling methods, replication, locality of data, database etc should also taken into the consideration. In [31] authors investigated the scalability capacities over storing, managing and processing and performance of different data management approaches. They identified Postgres-XL, parallel RDBMS, Hadoop, MapReduce, Spark, a next generation Map Reduce with in-memory processing framework, Cassandra, a peer-to-peer NoSQL data store and its details so any of them can be selected according to processing, data and type of system. They concluded that we should focus on minimize the data transfer as it can introduce some kind of delay in processing. MATRIX task execution framework is overwhelming the scaling limitations of Hadoop towards extreme scales [32]. Authors compared YARN and MATRIX by taking different examples and workloads for all scales. There are two types of scaling approach we can adopt in cluster- scale-up and scale-out. Scale-up approach is working well with the small or medium sized data (KB or MB) and Scale-out approach is perform better for large sized (GB, TB) data [33]. Scale-up is adding more capacity, power or resources to existing system itself and Scale-out is adding more machines with the existing machines to upgrade the performance. Scaling approach should be selected according to type of workload. For example scale-up approach is more efficient for write intensive workloads such as scan and sort. Scale-out is good for iterative algorithms as Join, K-mean, Page rank etc because they can effectively used CPU and memory by caching intermediate files [33]. As nowadays solely using either scale-up or scale-out cluster to run a workload cannot achieve high performance so authors [34] explored building the hybrid scale-up/ out Hadoop architecture that is outperforms the traditional Hadoop architecture. To scale up the performance data locality also taken into the consideration. [35] proposed a new join algorithm CHMJ which is distributes the data according to hash values of join property which increases the data locality and availability. Authors concluded that CHMJ is five times efficient than Hive(Data Warehouse). Data locality is very important for scaling up the performance. Consider a scenario of application where users or items size is small or medium and in that case if data going to be distributed in cluster then it also requires the large amount of intermediate results over the network, which is inefficient so as the data locality of jobs is increases performance is also increases. To provide personalized recommendations it may require joining multiple tables so at that time proper Join algorithm should be selected and also considering data locality factor to scale the performance up. In [36], authors presented a parallel replica placement in HDFS to improve throughput. As stated by [37], as the load increases with the number of users, HBase-HDFS performs better than MySQL-HDFS. HDFS is write once and read multiple times storage system. HBase provides the random reads and random writes from HDFS storage. So according to application database model should be selected. Performance of the application can also be improved by considering efficient task scheduling algorithm for MapReduce process. [38] proposed the novel scheduler dynamic priority multi-queue scheduler (DPMQS) for MapReduce to increase the data locality and priority of jobs that are near to completing their Map phase so that it can bridge the time gap between the start of reduce jobs and execution of reduce tasks. MapReduce processing is also considered to be important to improve the performance in terms of time.

4. Conclusion

With the increase in digitization, data are growing extravagantly. As the users and items are also increases exponentially in any system, it will be very onerous to provide recommendations to the users in timely manner. Collaborative filtering is most extensively used technique for providing recommendation. There are various methods and algorithms are available to resolve the challenges of Collaborative filtering approach and to scale up its performance. Approach like TOPSIS can be combined with the collaborative filtering algorithm to provide more accurate results by considering multiple attributes. Including Social network connections to collaborative filtering, more trustworthy recommendations and coverage can be achieved. And many challenges like Gray sheep, Cold-start; Shilling attacks etc can be solved. Moreover other environments like hadoop, cuda, cloud etc can be used to scale up the performance of collaboration algorithm.
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